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: Figure  1G is a mosaic of 8,192 fields (each the same as shown in Figure  1A) to produce a two gigapixel image ofa region that is 10,000
x 20,000 ,.im (1 x 2 centimeters).
Other fields shown in Figure  1 arc Figure 2G , while a high-resolution image of a bile duct is shown in Figure  2A . Once again, the image in Figure  2G is a mosaic of 8,192 images of the size shown in Figure  2A and therefore represents approximately 2 gigapixels. Figure 1G , which shows the follicular The 680 x 680 .im field in Figure  3 can also be computer processed so as to form the "color cartoon" shown in Figure 4 . Normal cell nuclei are tagged in black by the computer, while clusters of inflammatory cells are tagged in red. Figure  4 can be used to It is disappointing to see, however, that only in hematology has the routine use of robot microscopes become common and then only at the level of 1,000 machines worldwide (sold over a period of 10 years). In addition, these machines can only handle normals in the fully automated mode. Literature Cited
